ABSTRACT

Objectives To determine how, and under what circumstances, the PERFECT-ER intervention was implemented in five acute hospital wards and impacted on staff practices and perceptions.

Design Mixed methods process evaluation (undertaken between 2016 and 2018).

Setting Five acute hospital wards across three different UK regions.

Participants Patients (n=3) admitted to acute wards with hip fracture and cognitive impairment, their relatives (n=29) and hospital staff (n=63).

Interventions PERFECT-ER, a multicomponent intervention designed to enhance the recovery of patients with hip fracture and cognitive impairment was implemented for 18 months. PERFECT-ER was implemented at ward level ensuring that multiple new and existing practices were undertaken consistently, on the assumption that collectively, small individual advances would improve care delivery for patients.

Primary and secondary outcome measures Implementation of the PERFECT-ER intervention examined through regular intervention scores, service improvement staff reports and action plans, and semi-structured interviews and focus groups.

Results The process evaluation identified points of implementation vulnerability and strength. All wards implemented some elements of PERFECT-ER. Implementation was fragile when ward pressures were high and when ward staff perceived the relative priority of intervention practices to be low. Adaptations to the implementation process may have reduced whole-ward staff engagement with implementation. However, strategical enlistment of senior ward influencers (such as ward managers, orthogeriatricians) combined with service improvement lead in-ward peer pressure tactics facilitated implementation processes.

Conclusions Our study suggests that implementation was expedited when senior staff were on board as opinion leaders and formally appointed internal implementation leaders exerted their power. Within hierarchical settings such as acute wards, key individuals appeared to influence implementation through endorsement and sometimes enforcement. This indicates that whole-ward interventions may not always require cognitive engagement from all ward staff to implement changes. Future ward-level implementation studies could consider how best to engage staff and most importantly, which staff to best target.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

⇒ Strengths of this study include obtaining data from multiple sources and stakeholders from five different acute hospital wards across seven implementation cycles.

⇒ Another strength was the independence of the core process evaluation team from the feasibility trial team.

⇒ Due to the nature of the intervention, documentary evidence from patients’ notes was used by improvement leads to complete intervention checklists and this information could not be verified by researchers.

⇒ The research team could not confirm whether implementation was due to changes in clinical care, documenting practices or due to improvement leads’ own actions.

BACKGROUND

The increasing incidence of dementia is a worldwide public health challenge, requiring multiple strategies including action to improve the quality of healthcare services. Providing acute care for patients with cognitive impairment (including those with either diagnosed or assumed dementia and/or...
Patients with cognitive impairment have complex needs related to delirium, behaviours that challenge, incontinence, dehydration and communication difficulties. These make necessary medical, nursing and rehabilitation processes more difficult for staff to undertake.2–7

In acute settings, over 40% of the people with a hip fracture have cognitive impairment.8 Usual biomedical approaches9 and limited evidence for rehabilitation for these patients10–12 create further difficulties for staff. Consequently, patients with hip fracture and cognitive impairment have increased risk of unfavourable outcomes,13–16 impaired rehabilitation and recovery,17 with a worse prognosis than patients without cognitive impairment.8,18 Hospital staff need to manage these complexities and complex multifaceted interventions to improve quality in healthcare delivery, and outcomes are increasingly required.19

The PERFECTED research programme was funded by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR), UK, to develop and test an intervention to enhance the recovery of patients with hip fracture and cognitive impairment. The PERFECT-ER is a complex multicomponent service improvement intervention which aims to enhance recovery using multiple marginal gains in the quality of care.20–25 Marginal gains include the implementation of new practices, standardisation of existing practices, ensuring consistency and cultivating a whole-ward ‘in-it-together’ ethos.

The PERFECT-ER intervention comprises a structured checklist,24 Service Improvement Lead (SIL), Process Lead (PL) and implementation manual using a Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) approach to facilitate behaviour change26 (see logic model, online supplemental figure 1). PERFECT-ER is a whole ward approach involving all staff delivering patient care. The PERFECT-ER checklist has 68 practice items (including clinical, functional, psychosocial and cognitive elements), which span admission, preoperative, postoperative, rehabilitation and discharge periods and 15 organisational items, which highlight the policies behind current practices in the hospital. Checklists have been used before to improve the quality of care,27,28 however such lists rarely change practice unless combined with mechanisms for change within the socio-practice contexts of hospital settings.29,30 For example, much relational work in hospitals relies on individual staff members and supportive organisational structures.31

PERFECT-ER is implemented by an SIL, a formally appointed internal implementation lead, a qualified healthcare professional, based day-to-day on the selected ward. They attend a 3-day induction training in intervention delivery. They were supported by a senior doctor acting as a PL to facilitate implementation across the organisation. The checklist, designed to overlay current hip fracture pathways, identifies areas of strength and weaknesses in current practice. It is used to score a sample of patients’ notes (documentary evidence) to determine current practice and identify areas for improvement. Scores are shared with staff at action-planning meetings, where discussions create shared action plans to address lower scoring items. The Plan (action plan), Do (implementation), Study (fill in checklist and assess scores), Act (engage ward staff) cycle then recommences.

As part of the wider PERFECTED programme of research, we conducted a process evaluation of the PERFECT-ER feasibility trial.20–23 The aim of this process evaluation was to determine how and under what circumstances the PERFECT-ER intervention was implemented in acute hospital wards and impacted on staff practices and perceptions (for published protocol, see online supplemental material).20,32–34

**METHODS**

Qualitative data from process evaluations of trials are widely used to generate understandings of intervention implementation35 and can be of critical importance.36 However, there is limited qualitative evidence about the implementation of complex interventions to enhance recovery in hospital settings.37 Therefore, to examine implementation in acute wards in detail, we used a mixed methods approach incorporating qualitative data.

The process evaluation took place in five different acute National Health Service hospital wards in five separate geographical areas across England and Scotland where the PERFECT-ER intervention was being implemented. Resource use and patient and relative outcomes are reported elsewhere.23 We used the Medical Research Council (MRC) guidance32 33 36–41 for the evaluation and the Standards for Reporting Implementation Studies.42

Process evaluation data were gathered between August 2016 and March 2018 over seven PDSA cycles (see figure 1 for data collected from each ward). We collected
PERFECT-ER checklist scores, SIL-generated reflective reports of implementation activities and action plans and semi-structured interview and focus group data from each ward. PERFECT-ER checklist scores were obtained from patient notes by the SILs. At each ward there were eight checklist time points: 3 months pre-trial, 1.5 months pre-trial, trial baseline, 4 months, 7 months, 10 months, 13 months and end of trial (15 months).

We undertook: semi-structured face-to-face or telephone interviews with hospital staff and relatives of patients; focus groups with hospital staff; and face-to-face interviews with patients. We purposively sampled ward-based staff (up to 15 from each ward) who had been in contact with the intervention. Interviews and focus groups with staff investigated their knowledge of, and engagement with, the intervention and implementation processes. These were undertaken after trial processes finished to prevent interviews impacting on implementation. Patients and relatives were offered the opportunity to take part in interviews by a research nurse during a follow-up visit for the trial. Interviews were designed to explore patients and relatives’ experiences of the intervention ward. All had capacity to consent. Patients and relatives’ interviews took place in their home or in a private room at the hospital according to their wishes. Interviews and focus groups were conducted by academic researchers not collecting data or consent for the feasibility trial (SPH, TB and VM-T).

**Patient and public involvement**

PERFECTED prioritised public and patient involvement (PPI) from grant development to completion. PPI representatives provided feedback on participant information materials and the study protocol, and had roles on the Trial Steering Committee, Data Monitoring Ethics Committee and Advisory Groups. For the process evaluation, PPI carer representatives co-interviewed, with researchers, in six interviews with relatives. They received training and support to facilitate this.

**Analysis**

All interviews and focus groups were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. Identifying features were removed to ensure confidentiality and anonymity. Qualitative analysis was iterative throughout the data collection and thematic, focusing on implementation processes informed by the MRC Process Evaluations of Complex Interventions in regard to aspects of the inner setting (hospital ward), characteristics of individuals and process. NVivo software was used to manage the data. TB generated initial codes from repeated reading of data, identifying tentative themes, before multiple analysis meetings with the study team (JLC, SPH, FP, VM-T and CF), which refined and developed these analyses both across sites and within individual sites. Quantitative data from PERFECT-ER checklist scores, collected from five patients at each of the five sites at eight time points, were analysed descriptively by ward and implementation cycle.

**RESULTS**

Sixty-nine interviews and 10 focus groups were conducted, table 1 describes this population.

**Dose**

Figure 2 shows PERFECT-ER checklist scores for each ward by percentage of elements delivered throughout the study. All wards implemented some elements of PERFECT-ER. Dose varied across wards. Availability of resources appeared to help or hinder implementation. Wards B and C implemented well (PERFECT-ER scores increasing 22% and 12%, respectively, over the study). Wards B and C had dedicated SIL time and clear ward processes which could be used for implementation. Wards A (PERFECT-ER scores increasing 8%), D (PERFECT-ER scores decreasing 7%) and E (PERFECT-ER scores...
decreasing 9%) struggled with severe ward pressures, including staff shortages, affecting implementation. Wards D and E also had difficulties providing dedicated SIL time and the implementation climate reflected a lack of consistent support from ward staff. Ward D had a different SIL to obtain the baseline data from the rest of the cycles. Average dose delivered was 68%. PERFECT-ER practice items least implemented were: (1) carers given the opportunity to accompany the patient in the recovery room, and (2) pain assessed daily using a pain scale specific to patients with cognitive impairment.

Reach
A proportion of ward staff at all sites engaged with PERFECT-ER to some degree. Many staff at Ward C were largely unaware of the study and when asked about changes due to the intervention their typical response was:

Nurse Practitioner: I wouldn’t have thought, not through PERFECT-ER no, I wouldn’t think so no.
Senior Nurse: Or if it is through PERFECT-ER no-one has told us it has come from that. (Focus Group, Ward C)

Nevertheless, PERFECT-ER elements implemented for the study were now part of their usual daily practice and valued.

Nurse Practitioner: …all the tools that we are bringing in are certainly useful to help appropriately nurse the patients that we actually do have (Focus Group, Ward C)

This suggests that implementation of PERFECT-ER elements did not rely on the engagement of all ward staff with the process.

In wards C and E several staff members said they would have liked more information about the intervention and an active role with implementation.

Physiotherapist: Just to know more about it [PERFECT-ER] really… So, we could get more involved basically. (Focus Group, Ward E)

This suggests optimal reach was not always achieved. Nevertheless, across wards elements of PERFECT-ER were viewed as having improved staff awareness, particularly of pain and delirium.

Occupational Therapist: I suppose it [PERFECT-ER] has highlighted it [pain] individually to me to be more aware and do something about it. (Focus Group, Ward C)

Interviews with relatives and patients suggested they did not notice an enhanced care experience. They expressed mixed experiences of care generally, but no-one noted PERFECT-ER specifically in their interview.

By and large as I say it was a good experience umm I’d, I had done it before… I think it was better than it was 4 years ago. (Relative, Ward C)

We felt like we were being a negative complaining family in a way because things just weren’t going right. (Relative, Ward A)

Indicators of implementation may have reflected changes in documentary practices, and not changes in ethos or clinical practice as staff noted modifications to standardise recording and assessment practices.

I don’t think it changed my practice… it helped standardise those that perhaps wouldn’t routinely do the same thing, but for those that were doing it, it allowed us to be clearly documented (PL, Ward E)

Fidelity
Changes in ward ethos varied and appeared to be linked to the implementation climate, dose delivered and reach. Staff at ward C, where implementation went well, talked about changes in approach.

Occupational Therapist: I think as [senior nurse] highlighted, it’s [PERFECT-ER] brought an awareness of delirium… I have had a sense of that amongst the nursing colleagues … people are a lot more sensitive and patient and maybe provide better care maybe.
Senior Nurse: Yeah I agree. (Focus Group, Ward C)

Some participants indicated PERFECT-ER provided a guiding philosophy for staff.

PERFECT-ER is our ward philosophy do you know what I mean? … it actually is part of their [Ward staff’s] umm vision part of their thinking about their patient care (SIL, Ward A)

Whereas, in Ward E which struggled to implement, there was no ethos change.
Occupational Therapist: As far as the PERFECTED Ward goes I am not sure how much it has really, it has sort of changed our practice as such because we kind of work to enable people anyway…

Lead Occupational Therapist: Yeah, I am still not a 100% clear about the different check lists …that makes it the PERFECTED Ward …I don’t think it is something that is obvious what we are working towards. (Focus Group, Ward E)

Many aspects of PERFECT-ER were implemented as intended. However, the intervention was developed with one SIL intended as the appointed implementation leader. Whereas two wards employed three individuals to conduct the SIL role between them.

I do not feel I have been very supported by the other SILs …due to workload on the project ward and lack of staff. (SIL, Ward E)

…my management team, they tried to give an hour or two on occasional days …subject to how busy the ward was so found that majority of the times this ended up not being used. (SIL Report, Ward D)

In these wards, readiness for implementation was limited by organisational commitment of resources. SIL time was not protected and teamwork between SILs was lacking.

Two SILs from these wards (D and E) changed their own practices by ensuring PERFECT-ER documents were present in patients’ notes instead of encouraging ward practices to change in a sustainable way.

…folders of these patients checked, and appropriate documentation placed in bedside folders. (SIL Report, Ward D)

The PERFECT-ER checklist was designed to be completed from documentary evidence, however two SILs, again from wards D and E, described using other evidence to complete their checklist.

…also standing at the end of the bed and looking …so I use quite a lot of things to get the information …you can find it in lots of different places and from obviously talking to staff as well. (SIL, Ward E)

**Adaptation**

The PERFECT-ER implementation process was adapted significantly from that tested. A ward-level action planning meeting was integral to the PDSA cycle, however none of the SILs held these. A few attempted some meetings.

…in the first sort of four or five months I had meetings with whatever staff I could grab …as time went on umm that got more and more difficult …staff movement …a lot of agency …pool staff (SIL, Ward B)

Ward pressures impacted on staff and their ability to get together as a team as part of implementation. Rather, SILs adapted the process using senior individuals (such as ward managers or PLs) or people relevant to checklist elements (eg, physiotherapists for rehabilitation items) to facilitate action planning.

I did manage to get some help from our orthogeriatrician [PL] …between the two of us we did a bit of a brainstorm on what we can implement (SIL, Ward D)

Thus, SILs undertook action planning with ward opinion leaders, but the missing team approach to action planning probably impacted on ward staff opportunities for engagement.

**Mechanisms of impact**

Multiple mechanisms of impact were identified. A major strategy was peer pressure within the ward environment from SILs who enacted spot checks and audits of whether new or existing intervention practices were carried out, often followed up with reminders, ‘nagging’ and/or education.

Staff are aware that these need updating regularly and these are now part of the weekly ward audits to establish compliance. (SIL Report, Ward A)

…she just nagged us all the time. (Ward Manager, Ward A)

Spot check on new patient documentation to ensure that items are being used… Remains very hit and miss …ward staff identified and reminder letter given out. (SIL Report, Ward B)

Spent most of the day providing short education sessions to individual staff. (SIL Report, Ward C)

These actions suggest that SILs, as formally appointed internal implementation leaders, believed in their own self-efficacy in driving and accomplishing implementation goals.

Networks and communication were key to implementation work. SILs created and used networks; cascading and acquiring information via email correspondence, meetings, presentations to staff members, noticeboard use, education sessions and ongoing informal communication.

Good networking with other staff who are committed to providing a quality service. (SIL Report, Ward C)

Preparing for my presentation for the first of the ward time out days. I have a 45-min slot to discuss and promote PERFECT-ER (SIL Report, Ward A)

Ward managers played a key role as gatekeepers of change and SILs waited for their authorisation before implementing any PERFECT-ER elements.

Agreed to meet the senior charge nurse at next visit to get an agreement …and start the wheels in motion. (SIL Report, Ward C)
They and other key clinicians, such as PLs, facilitated implementation using their powerful positions as opinion leaders on the ward to endorse and enforce implementation.

The ward sister [manager] has introduced this to the staff and put it in the ‘Hot Topics’ folder. (SIL, Ward B)

Two wards (A and E) enlisted PERFECT-ER ‘Champions’ to take on some responsibility and facilitate implementation while undertaking their usual roles.

I then decided to have PERFECT-ER Champions… I can only do so much really…it is like ‘right I want you to, you know, it is your responsibility to try and speak to your peers about this’ (SIL, Ward A)

Implementation was enabled by aligning new elements of practice with current practices and organisational initiatives.

…putting one of those charts in the Admission Pack …if it is not visible people won’t think to use it, so we are trying to put it so as it is normal for them and they will grab a pack and everything is there ready (SIL, Ward E)

Contextual factors
The study took place within the context of multiple pressures in all wards. Staffing issues were common. Ward A had extra beds on the ward, low staffing levels, and a lack of senior staff due to the ward manager’s long-term sickness:

This leaves the ward unsafe and staff are struggling to carry out their required duties never mind embrace change and add to their workload (SIL, Ward A)

This created barriers to implementing PERFECT-ER. Staff changes meant SILs needed to constantly engage with and inform new colleagues about PERFECT-ER practices on the ward.

The implementation climate in the inner setting involved a lack of interest from some staff members and resistance to change, which reflected points of implementation vulnerability.

…at times [it] would demotivate me seeing the lack of engagement from the other staff. (SIL Report, Ward D)

…when the nursing numbers have been so diminished any extra, anything which seems like it might involve extra work is really resisted (PL, Ward A)

These quotes reflect the relative low priority of PERFECT-ER among staff.

Similarly, organisation-level changes could be slow to materialise leaving ward-level changes difficult to enact in isolation.

…it takes time for things like documentation groups to approve these things, Trust-wide approaches and they don’t want individual approaches on Wards (PL, Ward E)

Lessons learnt from this process evaluation to address consistency in intervention implementation and participant retention for a future definitive trial are reported in figure 3.

DISCUSSION
PERFECT-ER was developed with the aim of enhancing recovery for people with hip fracture and cognitive impairment by making multiple marginal gains in the quality and consistency of care.20–22 This process evaluation shows that under certain conditions multiple changes can be implemented leading to multiple marginal gains in quality and consistency and changes in ward ethos. Implementing PERFECT-ER appeared to encourage standardised practices and potentially improved consistency of care for this patient group. Key enablers for implementation were found to be: having dedicated person/s with protected time to drive implementation forward; tapping into existing practices; gaining support from opinion leaders on the ward, using networks and in-ward peer pressure. However, implementation vulnerability occurred when ward pressures were considerable, SILs had limited time and ward staff support was lacking, with marginal gains in care delivery appearing unattainable under these conditions. Overcoming barriers in gaining
dedicated SIL time may be a prime way to enhance future consistency in implementation. Staff availability has been identified as a factor in other process evaluations related to hip fracture patients.31 43

Where ward pressures were high and resources for SILs were low, dosage suffered. The process evaluation findings suggest that although the intervention was standardised, implementation fluctuated across wards and over time and therefore was not optimal. Consistent with other observations, findings indicate the importance of ward context in implementation.29–31 46 Ward pressures and inadequate SIL resources contributed to adaptations to the implementation process and sometimes to lack of fidelity in implementation. In response to ward pressures all SILs adapted the implementation process by not conducting ward-level action planning meetings as part of the PDSA cycles. Instead, SILs targeted opinion leaders, using power structures on the wards as mechanisms of impact which may have been stronger to facilitate changes since this approach enabled a successful and streamlined implementation process. Ward staff engagement can be variable even if intervention processes are standardised.17 This adaptation is likely to have created further losses in ward team engagement, staff reflective practices and commitment and explains why reach was limited in some wards with staff desiring greater involvement with PERFECT-ER implementation. Moving forward, mechanisms for planned staff engagement work should be considered carefully in relation to how and who to engage.

Ongoing interprofessional staff communication in hospitals can take time,48 and relies on individual staff members and supportive organisational structures.31 In our data, communication work reflected SIL perceptions of self-efficacy through networking with key staff to drive implementation and their employment of peer pressure mechanisms within the ward setting working to obtain compliance. Peer pressure is a component of the CFIR,42 but in relation to competitiveness with other organisations outside of the inner-ward setting. Our data showed a different type of peer pressure, enacted to maximise compliance within the ward setting using power mechanisms provided by the status of the SIL role itself.

Strengths and limitations
Our study benefits from multiple sources of data collected from a variety of stakeholders to examine implementation. Data collection involved PPI acting as co-interviewers. Data encompassed several cycles of implementation, obtaining a comprehensive view of the changes over time, processes of implementation, network usage and the role of contextual factors in implementation. Considering the challenges involved when caring for patients with hip fracture and cognitive impairment and the consequent variability in the quality of care,4 6–7 10–12 our finding that implementing an enhanced recovery checklist appears to encourage standardised practices for this population is promising. Although the findings examined here only relate to five implementation wards, key themes were demonstrated across these and provide a useful starting point for implementation of future complex interventions in acute ward settings and further use of PERFECT-ER.

Limitations to this study include its reliance on SIL-generated data and most patients and carers being unable to compare usual and ‘enhanced’ care. Patient recruitment for interviews was difficult due to the levels of cognitive impairment, resulting in few patient participants. Most relatives interviewed were one generation younger than the patients, consequently their opinions regarding hospital care may differ. Additionally, staff members who participated in interviews or focus groups may have been those more open to the intervention and to change. The PERFECT-ER intervention required SILs to complete the checklist from individual patient documentary evidence to which researchers did not have access, to provide validation or incorporate assessments of inter-rater reliability. There may have also been inconsistency in intervention scoring. Although participants reported improved standardisation of practices, we cannot ascertain if the indicated implementation reflected change in care delivery, documentation practices or, in some cases, SIL self-implementation. Lastly, this evaluation was of a feasibility, not efficacy trial,20 23 and it is not yet known whether the changes influence patient outcomes. This may have reduced the motivation of hospital ward staff to implement PERFECT-ER.

CONCLUSION
Establishing the conditions under which PERFECT-ER was implemented has made visible potential sources of implementation vulnerability such as staffs’ perceived priority of the intervention being low, ward pressures and limited improvement lead resources. Our study suggests that due to pressures, most ward staff were not optimally engaged in implementation processes. Rather key senior staff were enlisted as opinion leaders and improvement leads employed peer pressure to further implementation. That key individuals successfully endorsed and enforced implementation indicates that whole-ward interventions may not always require cognitive engagement from all ward staff to implement changes. Future ward-level implementation studies could consider how best to engage staff and which staff groups to target.
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